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It Might Get Loud
Continuity, privacy, and data management in the age of #voicefirst and messaging
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Voice and voice activation does represent one of the most important 
developments in the last 20 years. It is potentially as important as 
the development of the web itself because it makes accessing the 
underlying technology even easier for everyone to do.

- Cory Treffiletti MediaInsider, Chief Marketing Officer of Voicea
5 Mins
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I've always felt that the human-centered approach to 
computer science leads to more interesting, more exotic, 
more wild, and more heroic adventures than the machine-
supremacy approach, where information is the highest 
goal
-- Jaron Lanier  computer scientist, visual artist, composer
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The problem the patient is trying to solve is substantial 
enough to motivate her to act; nagging isn’t enough 

The solution to her “job” must help the patient live a 
better life and include features paving care innovation 



Finding Tempo
Emergence, Adoption, History

10 Mins



Guided Discussion



Fastest Tech Adoption in US History



Smart Speakers are indexes for #VoiceFirst



Guided Discussion

Speakers as gateway drugs…the future is mobile



Voice Platforms



Secure text messaging table, features, use cases

**Table and Features Graphic



Finding Rhythm
Care Delivery, Privacy, Data Management 

10 Mins



The doctor is not in…



Continuity and Engagement: Blockbuster Drugs

**A digital reality has arrived… details



Privacy is THE modern differentiator



Data Possibilities are Incomprehensible

This incomprehensible increase necessitates real investment in #voicefirst, AI, and ML platforms



AI and ML become necessary to hear clearly…
The capability to utilize data at incomprehensible rates

It’s starting to get louder…

**AI and ML Tools, Features, and Companies



Finding Harmony
Applications, Promises, and Challenges

15 Mins



EMR as Workflow Engine



EMR as Data Exchange Engine



Third Party Tools Sound Better and Dominate

**Discuss 3rd party tools interacting with the EMR as data 
exchange engine, including #voicefirst and secure 
messaging



The Ideal Volume ( 2 graphics of synthesis)

Pre admit > Admit > Care Delivery > Discharge > Follow Up > Self Care Maintenance

**Collection of real-time, precise, patient data

Secure Messaging > VoiceFirst Tools > AI/ML Tools + Data > Feedback and Actions

**Promises and Challenges
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“We’ve got to make the job #voicefirst does more attractive than a 
screen interface or tele-conversation, alone”

-Adapted from Competing Against Luck – Clayton Christensen


